MONDAY, JULY 07, 2014

9.00 – 9.30: Registration and Welcome address:
Jean-Yves LESUEUR (U. Lyon) and Andrea GALLICE (U. Torino)

9.30 – 10.50: Sessions 1.1 and 1.2

**Session 1.1**
**MACROECONOMICS**
Chair: Stefano BOLATTO (U. Torino) - Room 1

- **Cecilia MORETTI** (Torino): The Economic Effects of Policy Uncertainty
- **Pauline GANDRE’** (Lyon): Home Bias and Self-Fulfilling Debt Crisis

**Session 1.2**
**ENVIRONMENTAL ECONOMICS**
Chair: Andrea GALLICE (U. Torino) - Room 2

- **Anca MIHUT** (Lyon): Uncertainty and Price Control in Experimental Emissions Markets
- **Ilaria SOLITO** (Torino): Environmental certification and firms performance

10.50 – 11.15: Coffee break
**2nd Torino - Lyon PhD Workshop in Economics**  
*Collegio Carlo Alberto*  
*July 7-8, 2014*

### Session 2.1  
**FINANCE**  
Chair: Michela ALTIERI (U. Torino) - Room 1

- **Ibrahima NIANG** (Lyon): Global sensitivity analysis and quantification of uncertainty
- **Alexander LE MAISTRE** (Lyon): Assess and report credit risk for ORSA

### Session 2.2  
**MATHEMATICAL ECONOMICS & MODELIZATION**  
Chair: Stéphane LOISEL (U. Lyon) - Room 2

- **Ilaria BERTAZZI** (Torino): Baring the Emperor Dilemma. Designing AB models for unpopular norms
- **Mohamed Reda KHELIOUEN** (Lyon): A comparative study between barriers and intensity models for transition matrices estimation in a non homogeneous Markovian framework

### 11.15 – 12.35: Sessions 2.1 and 2.2

### 12.40 – 14.30: Lunch in Sala Gialla
14.30 – 16.30: Sessions 3.1 and 3.2

Session 3.1
HISTORY OF ECONOMIC THOUGHT
Chair: Nicolas LEBOISNE (U. Lyon) - Room 1

Marie LAURICELLA (Lyon): The origins of social economy: Two conceptions of association by Philippe Buchez and Constantin Pecqueur

Andreas MASAOUTIS (Torino): The work of Herbert Simon in the GSIA in developing Simulation Techniques, and the significance for Economics (CANCELLED)

Sylvere MATEOS (Lyon): The human capital revolution, after all why capital?

Session 3.2
LABOUR ECONOMICS
Chair: Jean-Yves LESUEUR (U. Lyon) - Room 2

Elena GRINZA (Torino): Labour turnover and firm performance

Nathalie MAGNE (Lyon): Wage determinants in French worker’s cooperatives and conventional firms

Paulina MARRA (Torino): The struggle of Technical Vocational Educational and Training (TVET) to follow the market trends: an empirical approach

16.30 – 17.00: Coffee break
TUESDAY, JULY 08, 2014

9.30 – 10.50: Sessions 4.1 and 4.2

Session 4.1
DEVELOPMENT ECONOMICS
Chair: Andrea GALLICE (U. Torino) - Room 1

Alina SANDOR (Torino): Child labour and youth employment as a response to household vulnerability: Evidence from rural Ethiopia

Andrea ROMEO (Torino): Report on Inclusive growth in drilling and mining developing countries

Session 4.2
CORPORATE FINANCE
Chair: Jean-Louis RULLIERE (U. Lyon) - Room 2

Damien CUBIZOL (Lyon): Capital flows, public financial intermediation and firms structure in China

Songhua ZHANG (Torino): The conflicting roles of Independent director: The Chinese case

10.50 – 11.15: Coffee break
1.15 – 12.35: Session 5.1

**Session 5.1**
**LAW AND ECONOMICS**
Chair: Edoardo GRILLO (Collegio Carlo Alberto) - Room 5

- Marco LE MOGLIE (Torino): Younger is better? A cross-national assessment of the relationship between corruption and the age of lawmakers
- Benjamin MONNERY (Lyon): Time served in prison and criminal escalation: evidence from the French Collective Pardon

12.40 – 14.30: Lunch in Sala Gialla

14.30 – 16.30: Sessions 6.1 and 6.2

**Session 6.1**
**INNOVATION & SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH**
Chair: Fabio MONTOBBIO (U. Torino) - Room 1

- Manuel TOSELLI (Torino): Innovation and productivity: a CDM model for Food Manufacturing
- Yann KOSSI (Lyon): The quality-quantity trade-off in scientific production: do peer effects abilities matter?
- Rodrigo KATAISHI (Torino): Specialization patterns through biased technological change

**Session 6.2**
**POLITICAL ECONOMY AND REGULATION**
Chair: Mario PAGLIERO (U. Torino) - Room 2

- Pierre BASCK (Lyon): Congestion Pricing in Gothenburg : Fairness, equity and winners/losers (CANCELLED)
- Christophe FEDER (Torino): Political competition, power allocation and welfare in unitary and federal systems
- Emmanuel BOUGNA TCHOFO (Lyon): Beyond the “bundling vs unbundling” controversy: what is at stake for the French railway?
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